
CC United Recreational Curriculum 

3rd – 7th Grades

• The club will assign you as Coach 1 or 2 for the season.

• Practices will be run as stations and you will be responsible for 

organizing your assigned drill for all teams rotating through your station.

• Each week, locate your drill in the following document and familiarize 

yourself with it before your practice.

Thank you for sharing your time and talent with CC United and your 

players!



Practice 

Presentation 

The 3rd through 7th grade 

fields layout

1 2

3rd through 7th



What to coach 

Week Topic Coach 1 Coach 2 Point of focus 

1 Dribbling Cat Mouse To End Zones Change of speed and 

direction. 

Disguise 

2 Passing Coconut game Central goal game - Quality of pass 

Inside foot- follow 

through 

3 Passing for 

possession 

Towers Down Across the Mississippi Team shape 

Angle/distance of 

support 

4 Switching play Clean room 4 Goal Game Awareness of 

pressure/ space 

5 Turning and 

shooting

1v1 to cones NSEW to 4 goals Awareness of 

pressure Eliminate 

goalkeeper

6 Dribbling Shadow Dribbling Dribbling to targets Try to see which 

way to dribble

7 Passing for 

penetration 

Long pass golf Zone passing game Awareness of 

passing lane 

8 Mixed up Steal the cookies Go to goal/pairs/team Team strategy 



Cat and Mouse

Area 30x20 with 2 yard gates    

All players have 1 gate except 3 players one is a cat two are mice 

All gates can only fit one player 

1. Without a ball the two mice get safe by going in a gate

• On arriving the mouse inside has to leave 

• 1st play with no cat to allow players to get comfortable with the exercise 

2. Have players ready to run when mouse comes into gate in front or behind

3. All players now have a ball and carry the ball in their hands then feet–

4. Now we add pressure (light) with the coach (Cat) who doesn’t have a ball

• If the cat gets a ball he turns to a mouse and tries to get safe 

• Once they are comfortable add another Cat and take away a house 

• Allow them to pass ball from house to house 

✓ Tips – Get ready to change speed from stop to go - encourage kids to get away 

from mouse and praise those who go out back when cat is in the front. 

Week 1 Coach 1



Week 1 Coach 2

T
T

C End Zones

Area 30x20 with 2 five yard end zones

At first play the game with 2 balls

Teams score by dribbling into the end zone

Just like football on scoring the game is stated by either a

pass from the coach or from the scored on end zone.

Progression

Add in a target player to the zone in a central box and

players can score by either passing to the target or by

dribbling in the zone

✓ Tips – Coach team shape and an urgency to dribble

✓ In the 2nd progression – 4th grade and older coach when

to pass and when to dribble



Coconut Game

Area 15 yard square

Each team has 4 balls 

3 on the coconut stand (flat cones) and one to pass with 

Players dribble around the outside of the square to the 

Opposite side and try to pass to knock down 

Their own coconuts. 

Once they knock down a 

Coconut they can use it to knock down the others

Add a cone in the middle that they have to dribble 

Around before they get to the opposite side.  

✓ Tips Focus on the quality of passing technique 

✓ Position of non kicking foot – aiming at the cones 

✓ Using the inside of the foot 

✓ Striking the middle of the ball 

Week 2 Coach 1 



Central Goal Game 

Area 40x30  Two teams   1 ball      1 goal in middle

Teams must complete 5 passes without the defender 

touching and score through the goal 

• If the defender kicks it out the coach plays a ball to the 

opposing team                                                  

• If the defender plays the ball across to his team the team 

begins on 2 passes                        

•Progress to more defenders                                            

•Progress to adding a goalkeeper

•Finish by playing the game where the players can move 

anywhere but can only score in one side of the central goal 

✓ Tips – team shape is important so one player should 

always stay and be ready on the other side

✓ Coach the players to move either side of the ball 

Week 2 Coach 2  

C

C



Towers Down

Area 30x20 with a 5 yard channel in the middle 

and A five yard river on the outside 

Each team has 3 towers  - 6 cones with one 

piled on top                                   

As many balls as possible 

Teams try to knock down opponents towers 

If they get knocked down teams can rebuild 

Team come up with a plan of how they will play 

the game 

Progression 1 

Allow players to dribble in the river to get 

closer to the other teams towers 

Add a river around the back of the teams that 

players can pass from 

✓ Tips- focus on accuracy over power. Sing 

leg through and up and not across the body 
Coaching point: Allow teams to make a plan

Highlight the players still using good technique 

Week 3 Coach 1



Week 3 Coach 2

C

Across the Mississippi 

Area 30 x15 yards Divided into two halves

Two teams each in a half  trying to get as 

many passes as possible

1 defender (add more on success)                                    

If ball goes out coach passes to other team. 

If defender passes across team starts on 5 

passes –encourages transition 

Progression 

Add a goalkeeper and on completing 5 passes 

the team gets to shoot to score  

✓ Tips- show a good team shape spreading 

out making a Diamond shape 

C



Clean your room

Area  Game  field divided with a 5 yard halfway line 

Each team restricted to their room(half) and sends all rubbish 

(soccer balls) across to the other side

When the coach yells “ parents are home” the team with the 

cleanest room wins the game.   

• Make middle area and field larger 

• Have only one player per team who can clean the room/ 

• Add defender trying to stop other team from cleaning room

• Clean your room with side goals 

• Red team scores in side goals                                             

Blue team scores through middle                                             

• Make middle area and field larger                    

• Add Goalkeepers 

Week 4 Coach 1  



Week 4 Coach 2  

4 Goal Game 

Area 25x15  3v3 1 ball 

Each team has 2 goals to defend and 2 to attack 

Pass ins for restarts

Progression 

Add in a central goal and a goalkeeper. This is now 

relevant to the game as players choose to attack wide or 

central 

✓ Tips – after each team has a shape with 2 wide and 

one central coach the players decision making of what 

goal to go to based on pressure 

G

G



Coaching point- move the ball side to side to try and see the cone 

1v1 to the cone 

Each player scores by knocking the ball off the cone 

Each player tries to stop opponent from scoring

Progress to 2v2 to 2 cones 

✓ Tips – once the players can see the cones they should 

look to shoot. 

✓ Can they move the ball to see the cone

Week 5 Coach 1  



Week 5 Coach 2  

NSEW to 4 goals 

Area 30x30 yards with 4 goals 

3 teams of 4 – this also works if you have 9 and teams of 

three with one coach GK

Start the game playing 1v1 

Coach gives each player a number and calls it out 

Players play 1v1 trying to score on any of the 4 goals 

Build the game up to 2v2 and then up to 4v4 so that all 

play 

After a while change out the team that is the GK’s 

✓ Tips- praise the player when they pick the bet goal to 

attack- can they go for accuracy over power

C

C



Shadow Dribbling 

Area 40x40 square with 1 yard gates 

1.    Players in pairs, a ball each one has to shadow the other 

making the same movements. Lead players try to lose 

their shadows. Rotate positions.

2. Movements include dribbling with the outside of the foot 

only, the inside only, left foot, right foot only, turn and 

face your shadow and dummy them etc.

3. Have the lead player face up to their shadow and throw a 

feint to get away again.

4. Try all players in at once to cause congestion, so players 

need to watch their leader but also be aware of where 

other players are (improves peripheral vision).

5. Introduce the kick out game for some fun; keep 

possession of your own ball, kick someone else's out of 

the area. Make it “free” so you can kick anyone's ball out, 

the players are working for themselves. Have three 

chances for each player. Once out three times then the 

outside players must juggle with the ball before coming 

back in. 
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Week 6 Coach 1  



Target Dribbling game 

Area 20x20 square team 1 has targets north and south team 

2 has targets East and West 

1v1 in the middle for 3rd grade  2v2 or 3v3 for all other ages 

Teams score by getting the ball to their target and can 

score on the same target twice 

Play the game with a ball per team to start so that they get 

the idea of the game through repetition 

On scoring the players stop the ball in front of outside 

target and target dribbles in and changes place 

✓ Tips – which way to dribble- which is the most open 

target 

Week 6 Coach 2  



Golf 

Area 10 yards   apart ball between 2                                                        

Players try to kick the ball through their partners open legs

• Increase distance/ have one player do jump jacks 

Course 

Add cones all around the field of different colors. See how many 

passes it takes to hit the cone 

Players try to pass their ball to get as close to the cones as 

possible 

✓ Tips – hit the technique of passing- ankle locked follow through 

✓ Try to get the kids to swing their leg and stop the swing when 

the knee comes up level with the waist 

Week 7 Coach 1



Penetrating pass Game 

Area 35x20 with a 5 yard middle zone        

3 teams of 3 one starting in the middle zone     

Team 1 completes a minimum of 5 passes and then one 

to the opposite team   

If middle team intercepts they switch out

Progression 

Middle team sends across1 defender. If defender passes 

across, teams switch 

✓ Tips – can the players see who is opon on the other 

side 

✓ Can the players on the other side move into the spaces 

for a pass 

Week 7 Coach 2  



Steal The Cookies

Area 20 x20 with 4 houses marked in the corners     

Coach places all cookies (Balls) in the middle of the area. 

Players race out and take as many cookies home as they can 

When all cookies are gone players can steal from other houses

Progression 

Players can only steal the cookies by being connected with another 

player 

Players can only steal the cookies if they go all together as a team 

✓ Safety Tip  players have a natural tendency to guard their balls- if 

a player wants a ball and there is a player in the house have them 

say please and thank you to get a ball given to them

✓ Coaching tip – have players with their heads up aware of how to 

get home safely  

Week 8 Coach 1



Go to Goal in pairs/team

In a 30x20 game field the players are paired up 

When the coach passes a ball out they have to stay 

connected and get the ball into any one of the 2 goals 

Progress to having this be in 3’s 

Progress to the players having to face different directions 

Organization hint- the purpose of this game is to get the 

kids to work together, laugh together and play together 

and not worry about the competition. To do this at first 

start the practice with 2 balls being played out 

Play the game with multiple balls on the field 

Then reduce as the players get more comfortable 

✓ Tips – allow the teams to form a plan 

C

Week 8 Coach 2
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HH

D

Dr Dr

Area 30x40                                                                                

4  3 yard Hospitals in the corner                                                                  

2 teams each with 1 Dr                                                                                                       

All patients have a ball each and they attempt to hit the 

opposing team below the knee.   

If a patient gets hit they sit down and must call for the doctor 

to unfreeze them by tagging. 

If a doctor gets hit then they must also sit down. 

The first team to get all their opponents out wins.  

Doctors are only safe in the Hospitals                       

Progression limit the hospitals 

D

Additional Game – Dribbling  



The Alphabet Game  Area 20x30 One ball between two 

Players when in possession say the alphabet or count for the 

younger players. When the player in possession reaches Z or 

a certain number they get a goal.  

✓ Tips -When the activity starts observe how the players run 

away with the ball. Demonstrate how to shield by moving 

around the ball and hiding it from their opponents. 

Progressions

• The player in possession of the ball must walk

• Players can now go for any ball

• Reduce the amount of balls 

• Break the group up into two teams and have one team 

start with the balls. Which ever team ends up with the most 

balls wins.

✓ Tips – reinforce the habits of hiding and not running away 

Additional Game – Shielding 


